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Despite their increasing success, user interactions with smart speech assistants (SAs) are
still very limited compared to human-human dialogue. One way to make SA interactions
more natural is to train the underlying natural language processing modules on data which
reflects how humans would talk to a SA if it was capable of understanding and producing
natural dialogue given a specific task. Such data can be collected applying a Wizard-of-Oz
approach (WOz), where user and system side are played by humans. WOz allows
researchers to simulate human-machine interaction while benefitting from the fact that
all participants are human and thus dialogue-competent. More recent approaches have
leveraged simple templates specifying a dialogue scenario for crowdsourcing large-scale
datasets. Template-based collection efforts, however, come at the cost of data diversity
and naturalness. We present a method to crowdsource dialogue data for the SA domain in
the WOz framework, which aims at limiting researcher-induced bias in the data while still
allowing for a low-resource, scalable data collection. Our method can also be applied to
languages other than English (in our case German), for which fewer crowd-workers may be
available. We collected data asynchronously, relying only on existing functionalities of
Amazon Mechanical Turk, by formulating the task as a dialogue continuation task.
Coherence in dialogues is ensured, as crowd-workers always read the dialogue
history, and as a unifying scenario is provided for each dialogue. In order to limit bias
in the data, rather than using template-based scenarios, we handcrafted situated
scenarios which aimed at not pre-script-ing the task into every single detail and not
priming the participants’ lexical choices. Our scenarios cued people’s knowledge of
common situations and entities relevant for our task, without directly mentioning them,
but relying on vague language and circumlocutions. We compare our data (which we
publish as the CROWDSS corpus; n � 113 dialogues) with data from MultiWOZ, showing
that our scenario approach led to considerably less scripting and priming and thus more
ecologically-valid dialogue data. This suggests that small investments in the collection
setup can go a long way in improving data quality, even in a low-resource setup.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, smart speech assistants (SAs) have found their way into
the lives of more and more people (Byrne et al., 2019; Yuan et al.,
2020). Despite their increasing success, their main applications
are currently limited to command-and-control via short
commands (“Play the next song”), to simple question-
answering or to performing tasks via slot filling, that is a
conversation pattern which allows the SA to request pieces of
information from the user in a structured manner (Asri et al.,
2017). Complex tasks such as booking a table at a restaurant are
typically simplified as instances of slot filling (i.e., the interaction
is shaped by the SA requesting slots like the time or number of
people for the booking, and the user informing the SA about
them). However, SAs could potentially help humans solve
complex tasks in a more sophisticated way, for example, by
building common ground, negotiating information or
supporting deviations from the “happy path”. For this, single-
turn or strictly-designed interfaces are not adequate anymore, but
a flexible and efficient way of interacting over multiple turns is
required, not unlikely the way humans interact in a dialogue
while they collaborate on a task.

Dialogue, however, comes with a new set of challenges for
machines, including, but not limited to, context-sensitivity,
anaphora, ellipsis and dynamic error management (Williams
and Young, 2007; Grosz, 2018; Serban et al., 2018; Byrne
et al., 2019; de Vries et al., 2020). SAs need to be able to
handle these dialogue-specific phenomena, not only to assist
in complex tasks, but also to make SA interactions more
natural in general. In fact, studies suggest that humans
generally prefer dialogue as a mode of interacting with SAs
(de Vries et al., 2020).

One way to model dialogue in SAs and make SA interactions
overall more natural, is to train the underlying natural language
processing (NLP) modules on linguistic data that is representative
of natural dialogue (Rieser and Lemon, 2011). To collect large-
scale datasets, recent approaches have leveraged scenarios
generated from simple templates where entity placeholders are
replaced by possible entity surface forms (e.g., “Find a [CUISINE]
restaurant” > “Find a Japanese restaurant”; e.g., Budzianowski
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2012). However, such template-based
collection efforts may provide too fixed of a script for the dialogue
and prime the participants into using specific words (de Vries
et al., 2020).

Therefore, in this paper we present a framework to
crowdsource dialogue data for the SA domain which is
specifically aimed at limiting the kind of bias induced by the
template-based approach while still allowing for collecting
dialogue data in a low-resource and scalable way.
Crowdsourcing, that is, relying on a large, remotely-located
pool of workers who perform small tasks on a dedicated
website like Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), is now a well-
established and reliable method for collecting large-scale datasets
in a time- and cost-effective way (Schnoebelen and Kuperman,
2010; Buhrmester et al., 2011; Garcia et al., 2020). More
concretely, our approach pursues three goals: 1) The collected
data should be of good quality, that is, the dialogues should be

coherent, diverse and natural. 2) The data should be collected in a
low-resource fashion, that is, with as little overhead as possible
and relying to the greatest extent possible on existing
technologies. 3) Our approach should allow for collecting data
in languages other than English (in our case German), where
fewer crowd-workers may be available.

Our contribution with this paper is threefold. 1) We describe
a novel approach for collecting dialogue data which strikes a
balance between limiting researcher-induced bias and a low-
resource, scalable data collection setup. Rather than using
template-based scenarios for eliciting the dialogues, we used
situated scenarios formulated in a way that was aimed at
reducing bias (scripting and priming). Our scenarios were
designed to tap into the participants’ situated knowledge, in
order to afford them the opportunity to go about solving their
task more freely, while at the same time avoiding explicit
reference to relevant entities. Additionally, as method
sections are typically short in dataset publications (e.g., in
Budzianowski et al., 2018; Wen et al., 2017) and design
choices are not always argued for, our in-depth description
can help researchers collect dialogue data in a simple way. 2) In
our data analysis, we present novel operationalizations of
quality metrics and show that small efforts in the data
collection setup can lead to less bias in the dialogue data,
thus making it more ecologically valid. Ecological validity is a
notion introduced by de Vries et al. (2020) into the NLP
community, which specifies “the degree to which [data]
generalize[s] to naturally occurring scenarios” (de Vries
et al., 2020). A dataset is ecologically valid, and thus allows
for such generalizations, if it consists of (simulations of) human-
machine interactions, that is, data which “reflect[s] the intents
and linguistic phenomena found in real-world applications” (de
Vries et al., 2020). 3) We release Crowdsourced Wizard of Oz
Dialogue dataset based on Situated Scenarios (CROWDSS), a
dataset labeled with dialogue acts (DAs) which, to the best of our
knowledge, is the first German task-oriented dialogue dataset. It
can be used for a variety of NLP tasks like DA classification or
response selection.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we describe what
makes dialogue an efficient and flexible form of interaction and
why dialogue is needed for SAs to be able to help users accomplish
complex tasks in a natural way. Next, we review previous
approaches to dialogue data collection, and we describe our
own method, arguing for how our design choices fit in with
our three goals (good-quality data, low-resource approach,
feasibility in languages with limited crowd-worker availability).
We briefly explain our annotation efforts, and go on to analyze
our data regarding data quality. For this purpose, we compare our
data to a sample of MultiWOZ (Budzianowski et al., 2018). De
Vries et al. (2020) used that very corpus to demonstrate the
presence of scripting and priming in datasets for NLP. Crucially
though, MultiWOZ makes for an ideal comparison as it was
collected in the same way as CROWDSS, with one key difference
which is the stimuli used to elicit the dialogues (template-based
vs. situated scenarios). Assessing pre-script-edness regarding
task-relevant entities (scripting), lexical overlap between
scenario and dialogue (priming) as well as diversity between
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dialogues elicited from the same scenario (scalability), we can
show that small investments in the collection setup can greatly
improve the dialogue quality.

Dialogue as the Mode for Solving
Complex Tasks
Current SAs including popular services like Apple’s Siri or
Amazon’s Alexa do a good job at single-turn commands and
simple multi-turn interactions. However, SAs could also support
humans in complex tasks like finding a restaurant and booking a
table there, comparing shopping items, or searching large
databases (Asri et al., 2017; de Vries et al., 2020). To the
extent to which SAs are already capable of assisting humans in
such complex tasks, they are typically implemented in a
simplified way: a restaurant booking task would, for example,
be implemented as slot filling, which limits the exchange to the
assistant requesting information from the user and the user
informing the assistant (e.g., in Rasa—Bocklisch et al., 2017).
In human-human interaction, on the other hand, such tasks
would be collaboratively solved in a sophisticated way using
dialogue (Stalnaker, 1978; Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986;
Garrod and Anderson, 1987; Clark, 1996; Pickering and
Garrod, 2004; Xu and Reitter, 2018).

Human dialogue is a flexible mode of interaction without a
turn limit, enabling information to be exchanged dynamically,
depending on the dialogue flow, a sudden change of mind, new
incoming information, etc. The linguistic features that constitute
dialogue make it a very efficient way of negotiating information
while building common ground (Stalnaker, 1978; Clark and
Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Clark, 1996; Xu and Reitter, 2018):
already-introduced entities can be referred to with shorter
expressions (anaphora, Poesio and Rieser, 2011);
understanding from context makes it possible to omit
superfluous elements (context sensitivity, ellipsis, Levelt and
Kelter, 1982); mutual understanding is continuously displayed
and monitored (back-channeling, Schegloff, 1982) and if need be
enforced (error management), and there is an elaborate system
for floor management (turn-taking, Oreström, 1983). Its
flexibility and efficiency may explain why dialogue is so easy
to process for humans (Fox and Jean, 1999; Branigan et al., 2011)
and why it presumably is also their preferred format of SA
interaction (de Vries et al., 2020).

In sum, the flexibility and efficiency of dialogue as a mode of
interaction as well as a (presumable) general human preference for
this type of communication indicate that SAs need to be able to
handle natural dialogue if they are to assist humans inmore complex
everyday tasks. Dialogue as an interaction mode is, of course, not
limited to task-oriented settings where SAs help users get a task done,
but also social SA interactions can (and should) adopt a dialogical
style. However, the following discussion of previous work solely
focuses on data collection for task-oriented systems.

Previous Work
Dialogue datasets have been collected or generated in three
different ways, distinguished by who is interacting with whom
in the data collection/generation process.

Dialogue Data Collection Settings
In a human-human setting, two or more human users talk or
write to each other, thereby generating a dialogical interaction.
Since all interlocutors are human and thus dialogue-competent,
the aforementioned dialogue-specific phenomena are ideally
present in and can be learnt from data collected in this way.
Yet, humans talk differently to machines than with their fellow
human beings (de Vries et al., 2020, but see discussion below).
Thus, simply employing existing human-human dialogue
corpora (e.g., recorded dialogues from customer service
interactions) may not be representative enough of human-
machine interaction to improve current SAs. The human-
human setting was applied, among others, for the MultiWOZ
corpus (Budzianowski et al., 2018), as well as byWen et al. (2017),
Eric et al. (2017), Asri et al. (2017), Byrne et al. (2019) and for
training Google Duplex (Leviathan and Matias 2018; Chen and
Metz 2019), a SA which can interact with businesses on behalf of
customers in the restaurant booking domain.

Apart from that, data has also been collected in a human-
machine setting where a human participant interacts with a
machine, for example in the setup of the second and third
DSTC challenge (Henderson et al., 2013). While this type of
setup may serve to improve an already-existing system, the
improvement can only happen within the capabilities of that
system (Wen et al., 2017; Budzianowski et al., 2018). Crucially
though, natural dialogue-specific phenomena will only be
present to a limited extent in data collected in this way.
They will not be present in the machine turns at all. The
users, then, may speak to the machine in a dialogical way, but
this typically results in the machine’s failure to react
“dialogically”, and, in the long run, in the users’
downscaling their linguistic behavior to a level adequate to
their machine interlocutor (see below).

Furthermore, to overcome data scarcity, data has also been
generated by having two machines interact with each other, for
example by Shah et al. (2018) and by Rastogi et al. (2020). The
machine-produced interactions are typically an exchange of
intents or DAs coupled with entities which are subsequently
translated into natural language, for example by crowd-workers.
While researchers are saved from the time-consuming and error-
prone task of annotating the dialogues, data collected like that can
in no way serve to improve a SA’s dialogue competency as neither
the “user” nor the system are dialogue-competent. Nonetheless,
even datasets collected in this way are called “dialogue datasets”
and are used to train dialogue systems.

Following this, if the goal is to enable machines to handle
dialogue in a natural way, only data collected from human-
human interactions seems adequate (Budzianowski et al., 2018;
Byrne et al., 2019). Dialogue data from human participants has
either been collected in an overt setup where both participants
know they are interacting with another human being (Asri et al.,
2017) or in the style of Wizard-of-Oz (Kelley, 1983).

Wizard-of-Oz Framework
The Wizard-of-Oz (WOz) framework aims at striking a balance
between the naturalness of human-human interaction while still
accounting for the observation that humans talk differently to
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machines than with their fellow human beings. This is generally
attributed to the fact that humans always adapt their language
towards the recipient and what they perceive as the recipient’s
capabilities (Shatz and Gelman 1973; de Vries et al., 2020, but see
discussion below).

Therefore, in aWOz collection, the participant playing the role
of the user (here: she) is led to believe she is interacting with a
machine. The machine, on the other hand, is enacted by a
different participant, who plays the role of the assistant
(Kelley, 1983). Naturally, the assistant (here: he) exhibits better
natural language understanding (NLU) than machines and he
produces a greater variety of answers to user requests than
existing natural language generation (NLG) modules do
(Byrne et al., 2019). In doing so, he generates system turns
that are more representative of how human interlocutors
would behave in similar dialogical scenarios (Merdivan et al.,
2020). At the same time, he formulates his replies knowing that he
is mimicking a machine, respecting crucial boundaries: he only
“operates” within the task that he is “designed for”, producing
mostly task-oriented utterances and engaging less in social chat.
On the other side, “[g]iven the human-level natural language
understanding, [the participant playing the user] quickly realize[s
she] can comfortably and naturally express [her] intent rather
than having to modify behaviors as is normally the case with a
fully automated assistant” (Byrne et al., 2019). Doing that, she
generates user turns that are also more in line with natural
dialogue as it would unfold between human interlocutors,
employing, for example, context-dependent anaphora or
elliptic structures. Yet, she also operates within the boundaries
of an interaction with a machine which was designed for a specific
task, and therefore avoids conversing all too freely with it (Byrne
et al., 2019) as well as typical idiosyncrasies of human dialogue
like back-channeling. It may, of course, be the case that an
individual user participant becomes suspicious of the illusion
of interacting with a machine, but this is not necessarily
detrimental for the data, as this participant will still conform
to the context of addressing a machine for accomplishing
their task.

For human-machine interactions, there is a discussion
regarding whether, in addition to the recipient-oriented talk,
humans conceptualize machines as different, non-human
entities, and (also) for that reason talk differently to them [de
Visser et al. (2016) call this the “unique-agent hypothesis”].
Crucially, this would mean that human-machine interactions
will always be of a different kind than human-human
interactions. In contrast to this, the Media Equation theory,
which originated from the Computers as social actors (CASA)
framework (Nass et al., 1994; Reeves and Nass, 1996; Nass and
Lee, 2001), argues that computers, too, are social actors, and that
humans apply the same social rules and norms when interacting
with them as they do when interacting with fellow human beings
(de Visser et al., 2016). This theory can explain why people
currently behave differently towards machines (i.e., due to their
limited capabilities), but contrary to the “unique-agent
hypothesis”, it predicts that these differences will disappear
with machines becoming more human-like. If machines take
on different “personalities”, possibly even user-adapted ones,

users would still adapt their speech towards their machine
interlocutors, but more so to the specific machine they are
interacting with, to its “personal” style of behavior, rather than
in a generic machine-directed way. For a discussion on how
humanlike-ness is conceptualized and how it can potentially be
reached by machines, refer to de Visser et al. (2016).

Since machines are a long way from being able to converse in a
human-like way, whether or not human-machine interaction will
always be fundamentally different from human-human
interaction is beyond the scope of this paper. For now, we
must reconcile the fact that current human-machine
interaction lags behind human-human interaction (the latter
being the model to strive for and learn from due to its
advantages: flexibility, efficiency, suitability for complex tasks)
and the knowledge that humans (at least for now) generally talk to
machines differently. WOz provides a suitable solution for both
these issues (de Vries et al., 2020) and has accordingly been
applied in some of the major recent data collection efforts (e.g.,
Eric et al., 2017; Budzianowski et al., 2018; Byrne et al., 2019).

Additionally, WOz approaches try to simulate a context
analogous to the eventual deployment context, which is “of
utmost importance” for machine learning (de Vries et al.,
2020). The Spoken Dialogue Systems community has always
taken this simulation of the deployment context very seriously,
actually striving for ecological validity and focusing on smaller,
good-quality datasets (Rieser 2008; Rieser and Lemon 2011;
Schlangen 2019). Lately, however, the focus has shifted to
large-scale collections, both due to demands of huge data-
driven models and thanks to the availability of online data
collection platforms (e.g., Wang et al., 2012; Eric et al., 2017;
Wen et al., 2017; Budzianowski et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2020). Such
collections typically use templates to elicit data, which has been
argued to induce researcher bias into the collected data, lowering
its ecological validity (see below; de Vries et al., 2020). An
interesting open question is then how we can optimally set up
a WOz data collection on the web for a tradeoff between good-
quality data and a low-resource collection setup.

(A)synchronous Interaction
Dialogue data from human interlocutors has either been collected
from live interactions (Garcia et al., 2020) or in an asynchronous
fashion (Eric et al., 2017; Wen et al., 2017; Budzianowski et al.,
2018). Live interactions can be done with hired workers or with
crowd-workers (e.g., over Facebook’s ParlAI). In any case, a large
pool of participants is required, because two participants have to
be available at the same time to be paired up (Garcia et al., 2020),
and in the case of crowd-workers there is a considerable risk of
dropouts.

In asynchronous data collection, dialogues are collected on a
turn-by-turn basis. This means that a participant’s task only
consists in continuing an ongoing dialogue with one turn. The
dialogue including the new turn is then handed to the next
available crowd-worker (in the opposite role) which can
happen at any later point in time. This simplifies the setup
and eliminates the need that two crowd-workers be available
at the same time. Despite the involvement of multiple rather than
two interlocutors, turn-based data collection has been shown to
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generate coherent data (Wen et al., 2017; Budzianowski et al.,
2018). All-important coherence in dialogues is ensured by having
participants read the dialogue history before they respond to it, as
well as through a unifying scenario for the user participants and
in some cases also a unifying user persona (Jonell et al., 2019).

Modality
Dialogue data collections further differ regarding whether the
data is collected in spoken or written modality. As language is not
only recipient-dependent, but also modality-dependent (Serban
et al., 2018), data from spoken interactions is, naturally, most
representative for the smart speech assistant domain. Collecting
spoken rather than written data requires a more complex data
collection setup in which participants record their utterances with
microphones. These utterances, then, need to be transcribed by
an automatic speech recognition (ASR) module, which can be
error-prone (Asri et al., 2017).

While the spoken modality makes sense for live interactions,
for asynchronous data collection, it poses the non-trivial problem
of how the dialogue history (and even the scenario) should be
presented to new crowd-workers who are continuing the
dialogue. One option would be to present the dialogue history
either completely in written form or with the last turn being
synthesized. Yet, this would result in a mix of modalities where
some or all of the dialogue history is in text form, but the crowd-
workers are asked to phrase the dialogue continuation using their
voice. A second option would be to synthesize the whole dialogue
history using two different voices, but that would be rather
strange for the crowd-workers as one of the two voices is
supposed to be their own. Furthermore, only listening to the
dialogue may make it more difficult for crowd-workers to
familiarize themselves with the dialogue that they should
continue, since with text one can more easily revisit what has
already been discussed. Thus, for asynchronous data collection,
using the spoken modality not only means more technical
overhead, but also a modality mix which likely does not result
in higher data representativity for the SA domain than completely
replacing the spoken modality with the written one. Therefore,
asynchronous datasets have been collected in the written
modality (Eric et al., 2017; Wen et al., 2017; Byrne et al., 2019
[note that they also collect spoken data for the same dataset];
Budzianowski et al., 2018), often without even discussing
modality as a factor.

Furthermore, with online chats having become a popular
means of interaction, the line between the written and spoken
modality seems to have become blurrier (Nishimaki 2014). Chats
exhibit some of the features that previously had been proprietary
to spoken language (Dürscheid and Brommer, 2009; Nishimaki,
2014), including, but not limited to shorter, spontaneously
produced units, ellipsis, colloquial style, (near) synchronicity,
and dynamic error management. At the same time, chat
platforms like WhatsApp or Threema (where the modality
focus traditionally was on written chats) also provide the
possibility to send voice messages, and users often mix the
written and spoken modality. Interestingly, when switching to
the spoken modality, the messages are decidedly non-dialogical
not permitting any form of interaction or feedback until the

message is recorded, sent and listened to. In any case, collecting
data in an asynchronous way (i.e., typing a message into a
response field after viewing the dialogue history which is
typically presented in differently-colored text boxes, aligned on
either side of the window), could remind crowd-workers of chat
interactions and stimulate a more oral-style language.

Summary
The main distinction regarding dialogue data collection
approaches comes down to who is interacting with whom in
the collection process, and, along with it, which purpose the
dataset should serve: train better, dialogue-competent NLP
models (human-human setting), improve an existing system
(human-machine setting), or overcome data scarcity (machine-
machine setting). Most datasets collected from human-human
interactions apply the WOz framework in order to obtain data
that is not only representative of natural dialogue, but also of a
human-machine interaction context.WOz data collections can be
distinguished regarding whether the participants interact live or
asynchronously, and along with it, whether they do so in the
written (both) or spoken modality (only live interaction).

Our Approach
Based on the preceding overview, we collect written, task-oriented
dialogues from human-human interactions in the WOz
framework and an asynchronous fashion, aiming at a tradeoff
between good-quality data and a low-resource collection setup.
The dialogues are collected with the help of crowd-workers on
AMT. We propose to collect data asynchronously as it is in
accordance with our low-resource goal. Crucially, this design
choice is also suitable for collecting data in languages that are less
represented on AMT than English, as pairing up two
simultaneously-available crowd-workers becomes obsolete. The
asynchronous approach entails that we collect written data, which
may lower the data’s representativity. However, we argue that we
can mitigate this issue by designing materials which stimulate an
oral context (see below). Furthermore, we collect data in batches
(i.e., all first turns of all dialogues in the first batch, then, all
second turns of all dialogues in the second batch, etc.; see below)
which further simplifies the collection setup.

We follow a similar approach to the one used to collect
MultiWOZ (Budzianowski et al., 2018), as we crowdsource
written dialogues from human interlocutors in an
asynchronous WOz setup. However, de Vries et al. (2020)
used MultiWOZ to exemplify the presence of scripting and
priming in NLP datasets, arguing that this lowers its ecological
validity. Scripting and priming in the data can only be induced by
the materials used to elicit the dialogues. Therefore, rather than
using template-based scenarios like in MultiWOZ, we propose to
use situated scenarios (see below), aimed at collecting good-
quality data despite the low-resource setup.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

In order to collect task-based dialogues, there needs to be a task
that the crowd-workers playing the user need assistance with, and
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that they should solve collaboratively with the crowd-workers
playing the assistant. The user participants (UPs) got instructions
for their role and a scenario which specified the task for a given
dialogue. The assistant participants (APs) also got instructions for
their role and a database which they could query to help the UPs
accomplish their task.

Instructions for User Participants
The instructions for UPs introduced a simulated situation: they
were driving with their car to their workplace (see Figure 1)1 and
while doing so they should solve a specific task with the help of an
intelligent in-car SA. That task was detailed in the scenario (see
below). It was stressed multiple times that the UPs should carry
out only one step in order to come closer to solving the task (see
bold words in Figure 1). This should prevent UPs from taking too
lengthy turns, which would not be representative of spoken
dialogue, where pieces of information are typically negotiated
step by step. Also, the instructions put emphasis on the fact that it
was a simulation of an oral interaction taking place in a hands-
free environment. The UPs were asked to read what they had
already talked about with their SA and to write what they would
say next to the SA if it were an oral dialogue.

The instructions further detailed a few other points that the
UPs should consider, including that they could freely choose how
to react if the SA could not meet their request or if they were

presented with a question that they could not answer by relying
on the scenario. They were furthermore encouraged to evaluate
offers from the SA according to their own liking. These points
were included to give the UPs more freedom, which should lead
to more diverse dialogues. Furthermore, the UPs were instructed
to tick a box, 1) if they deemed that the dialogue was completed,
and/or 2) if they thought that the preceding dialogue history was
incoherent. This built-in, crowd-sourced dialogue validation
mechanism could make scaling easier. Lastly, they had the
option to leave us a comment.

Situated Scenarios for User Participants
The task that the UPs should pursue in their dialogue (finding a
restaurant and, in some scenarios, also booking a table, see
below) was specified in a scenario. Asynchronous data
collection has been shown to generate coherent dialogues
(Wen et al., 2017; Budzianowski et al., 2018) as long as all
UPs working on the same dialogue are presented with the same
scenario and the dialogue history up to their turn. Template-
based scenarios can help achieve coherence, but they arguably
offer the participants too fixed of a script to solve the task and
prime their lexical choices (de Vries et al., 2020). As our first
goal was to collect good-quality data that is not only coherent,
but also diverse and natural, our scenarios had to specify the
right amount of information to, on the one hand, achieve a
unified intent (in the interest of coherence), but, on the other
hand, give enough freedom to the UPs, making sure that the
dialogues are not completely pre-script-ed (in the interest of
diversity and naturalness).

FIGURE 1 | Instructions familiarizing the user participants with their task.

1Find translations of all German-language figures, tables and examples in the
Supplementary Material.
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In order to achieve all of that, we designed situated scenarios to
tap into the participant’s situated knowledge of restaurant
booking. Situations such as finding a restaurant or booking a
table are represented in our brain as complex simulations of
perceived situations (Barsalou, 2009), which include information
regarding relevant people and objects, typical actions,
background settings as well as introspections, intentions and
emotions. We can tap into this situated knowledge without
having to spelling out every single detail of a situation (as do
template-based scenarios), but using minimal lexical or visual
cues (McRae et al., 2018). For example, it can be assumed to be
common knowledge that some restaurants do not allow pets and
hence “your dachshund Benno should also be allowed to tag
along” (see Example 1 below) should be enough of a cue to let UPs
know they should consider this criterion in finding a restaurant.
Situated knowledge also includes what typically motivates a
situation: people do not just book a restaurant matching a set
of criteria for the sake of booking a restaurant, but they engage in
such a situation with a specific motivation in mind. Therefore, to
make the scenarios more realistic, we also included some
background information about the person that the UPs were
simulating as well as their motivation (e.g., in Example 1, the
holidays in Brittany and the there-acquired love for French
cuisine as background; taking out the girlfriend as motivation).

Example 1 shows an example scenario including a booking
task:

“Example 1: Die letzten paar Urlaube hast Du mit Deiner
Freundin in der Bretagne verbracht. Da hast Du die Küche
dieses Landes lieben gelernt: Baguette, Croissants, Käse und
Rotwein... Heute Abend möchtest Du mit ihr essen gehen.
Euer Dackel Benno sollte auch mitkommen dürfen. Der
Abend sollte nicht zu teuer werden, es muss aber auch
nicht das billigste Restaurant sein. Finde ein passendes
Restaurant und buche einen Tisch für Euch. Bringe
außerdem die Adresse des Restaurants in Erfahrung.”
English translation: “You’ve spent your last couple of holidays
with your girlfriend in Brittany. You’ve got to love the cuisine of
that country: baguette, croissants, cheese and red wine. . .
Tonight you want to take her out to dinner. Your
dachshund Benno should be allowed to tag along. The
evening shouldn’t be too expensive, but it need not be the
cheapest place either. Find a matching restaurant and book a
table for you guys. Also, inquire about the restaurant’s address.”
Further, the information that we chose to provide for finding a

restaurant should not jeopardize the naturalness of the dialogues
on the level of wording. The scenario in Example 1 nicely
demonstrates our efforts to avoid lexical priming in the
dialogues. It specifies three criteria for finding a suitable
restaurant (French cuisine, dog-friendly, medium price range)
and two for booking a table there (tonight, two people).
Crucially, none of these criteria are explicitly given in full
detail: French cuisine is hinted at by the vacations in Brittany
as well as typical French dishes, pet-friendly is paraphrased by
means of “your dachshund Benno should also be allowed to tag
along” (note that, in German, the word Hund [dog] is not used),
medium price range can logically be deduced from “not too
expensive, but not too cheap either”, tonight is explicitly

specified, the exact time, however, is not, and, lastly, two
people must be derived from “you and your girlfriend”. We
used vague language and circumlocutions for all the criteria in
the scenarios, in order to afford crowd-workers the opportunity
to phrase their utterances in their own words, rather than priming
them into using the exact same words as in the scenarios.

In total, we used ten different handcrafted scenarios as seeds
for the dialogues (see Batch-wise data collection). Five of them
only concerned finding a restaurant, and the other five also
required booking a table there. Each scenario contained three
search criteria, which mirrored the search criteria in the database
that the APs had at their disposal (see below). Thus, the scenarios
were so detailed that the UPs were likely to go about solving them
in multiple steps, that is, engaging in a dialogue.

In sum, our situated scenarios describe the task in a way that
should reduce priming while still cueing the target situation, and
at the same time permit some degree of freedom for the UPs, and
we expect them to yield coherent, yet diverse, and natural
dialogue data.

Instructions for Assistant Participants
For the APs, the instructions explained that their task was to play
the role of an in-car SA and help a human driver find and book a
restaurant (and only do that; see Figure 2). They were instructed
to carefully read the dialogue history, extract relevant information
from it and use it to query a simple database which we provided
(see below), to find a restaurant matching the user’s request. The
APs also had the option to mark dialogues as completed or as
incoherent, as well as leave us a comment.

APs were further informed about their capabilities as SAs: They
could simulate making bookings, calling venues as well as navigating
there. To simulate bookings, APs continuing the dialogues past the
fourth turn (see Batch-wise data collection) saw three additional text
fields in their graphical user interface (GUI; see below), where they
were asked to enter any booking information (name of restaurant,
day and time of booking, number of guests, respectively) as soon as
the users had settled on one of them. Bookings were always
successful, as they only consisted in filling in these fields. The
database was the APs’ only source of information. Thus, if a user
asked for reviews about a restaurant, this request should be
considered as “out of scope”, as reviews were not part of the
database (see below). Again, we put emphasis on the fact that the
APs were engaging in what should be an oral interaction.

Database for Assistant Participants
The database (see Figure 3) that the APs had at their disposal was
implemented as a simple combination of HTML forms and
client-side JavaScript which was integrated into the HTML
code for the GUI (see below). It consisted of 200 different
restaurants, where each had a unique name and was defined
regarding the search criteria cuisine (American, Chinese, French,
German, Italian, Mexican, Turkish, vegan), location (downtown,
North, South, East, West, countryside), price range (cheap,
moderate, expensive) as well as an additional feature (live
music, wheelchair accessible, dog-friendly, featuring garden/
terrace, accepts credit cards; note that, for simplicity, these
features were mutually exclusive). Furthermore, each
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restaurant featured an address including an indication of the
distance from the users’ current location which the UPs could
request from the APs (see Example 1). The database could be
filtered using any combination of the search criteria.

Presupposing that UPs would extract the intended search
criteria from the scenario, request them in their utterance, and
that the APs would use them to filter the database, four out of the
ten scenarios were designed to lead to multiple entries in the

FIGURE 2 | Instructions familiarizing assistant participants with their task.

FIGURE 3 | Restaurant database which the assistant participants could query to find venues matching the user’s request.
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database, another four would instead lead to one entry each, and
the last two to zero entries. This should again produce more
diverse dialogues.

As the dialogues were gradually continued (see Batch-wise
data collection), APs always saw the database output with the
most recently-applied filters from the previous AP turn, but they
could always modify them to yield different search results.

The architecture of AMT is centered around the publication
of batches of human intelligence tasks (HITs). One batch

contains one or more HITs, each of which can be assigned to
one or multiple crowd-workers. The platform offers templates
for common crowdsourcing setups (e.g., sentiment analysis) for
task completion on-site. Alternatively, it can be used to only
recruit participants for task completion on an external website.
Further, it features an HTML editor where researchers can
design their custom GUI for task completion on-site. In
pursuit of our low-resource goal, we opted for this possibility
and designed two complete GUIs inside AMT’s HTML editor:

FIGURE 4 | Graphical User Interface for user participants with dialogue history, a response and optional comment field as well as end/spam check boxes.

FIGURE 5 | Map of fictional city “Bornberg” which was embedded into the Graphical User Interface of both participant groups, establishing common ground
between them.
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one for UPs (see Figure 4), and one for APs including the
searchable database.

For common grounding, participants of both roles further saw
a map of the fictional city “Bornberg” in their GUI (see Figure 5).
The map featured a pin indicating the user’s current location.
This should enhance the situatedness of the task of finding a
restaurant in a specific geographic environment, by providing an
additional cue in the visual modality.

METHODS

Having prepared instructions, scenarios, the database and the
GUIs, we launched our data collection. We collected the data in
batches, which is fully in line with AMT’s architecture.

Batch-wise Data Collection
In batch 1, we presented the instructions and a scenario to UPs,
who (according to their role) were assigned a scenario to pursue,
and who had to initiate the dialogue. Applying a one-to-three
ratio, we assigned each of the ten scenarios to three unique
workers, to collect first utterances for each scenario, thus
generating 30 dialogue beginnings in batch 1 (see Figure 6)2.
Having collected them, we ran a post-processing script on the
data, which spell-checked the utterances (relying on spaCy and
pyspellchecker; Honnibal et al., 2020; Barrus 2019), corrected
common misspellings (like wrong lower-casing of the polite form
Sie) and flagged duplicate, empty or overly long answers (twelve
words or more) for manual review. Our asynchronous batch-wise
collection setup allowed us to do this offline and under no time
pressure.

Next, in batch 2, we used the 30 dialogue beginnings as seeds to
collect dialogue continuations (i.e., the second turn) from APs.
The APs were presented with instructions, the database and a
dialogue history which, at this point, only consisted of one
previous turn. We again applied a one-to-three ratio and
assigned each beginning to three unique APs, thus collecting
90 two-turn dialogues by the end of batch 2. We excluded 7 of
them, as they had been marked as incoherent, and ran our post-
processing script on the remaining 83 dialogues, manually
reviewing flagged ones.

In batch 3 we then collected dialogue continuations from UPs,
who were now instructed to familiarize themselves with the
dialogue history as well and to continue the dialogues.
Further, if they were working on a scenario which required
booking a table, they were only now presented with this
additional task as we wanted to prevent information overload
in batch 1. For batch 3, we did not follow the one-to-three ratio
between dialogue seeds and new continuations, but we assigned
about a third of the 83 dialogues (30) to two UPs each (one-to-
two ratio) and the rest (53) to only one UP each (one-to-one
ratio). This was an arbitrary choice to limit the overall size of the
dataset, as we primarily wanted to gain experience in collecting
dialogue data in an ecologically-valid way, pathing the way for
future domain-specific collections. At the end of batch 3 we
obtained 113 unique dialogues. For batch 4 and onward, we
continued assigning these 113 dialogues to participants following
a one-to-one ratio, until they were complete. A dialogue was
complete when one of the participants marked it as completed.
Such dialogues were reviewed by us and, if complete, excluded
from subsequent batches. Post-processing was performed after
each batch.

Participants
In total, 57 unique participants contributed to the dialogues, of
which 34 as UPs and 23 as APs. All crowd-workers had to be

FIGURE 6 | One-to-many ratio showing how one dialogue seed was used to elicit multiple dialogue continuations.

2Note that the dialogue ids do not correspond to the dialogue ids in the dataset, as
numbering in the dataset started with the first turn rather than with the scenario.
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located in Germany. Additionally, they were asked to only
participate if they were fluent in German. Some participants
had to be excluded from further participation because of their
non-fluent level in German, which became apparent when our
post-processing script flagged their utterances due to, for
example, misspellings. Participants should have an approval
rate greater than 95% on AMT and we paid them above
German minimum wage.

To uphold theWOz illusion, crowd-workers were consistently
excluded from participating in the opposite role using AMT’s
built-in worker management, but not from participating in
subsequent batches of the same role. However, in order to
allow for more worker diversity in the data, we split batches
into (up to eight) sub-batches and used “intra-role” worker
exclusion, meaning that, for example, a UP from sub-batch 3.2
could not participate in sub-batch 3.3.

Annotation
We annotated our dialogues with DAs relying on the
“Hierarchical Schema of Linked Dialog Acts” proposed by
Pareti and Lando (2019). DA annotation schemes are typically
developed either for human-human interaction (e.g., Bunt et al.,
2010), or to meet domain-specific engineering requirements (e.g.,
the scheme used for MultiWOZ). Pareti and Lando’s scheme
bridges this gap as it was specifically developed to account for
human-machine interaction, but in a broadly applicable, domain-
agnostic way. It features “useful categories that can help [. . .]
understand the human dialog input as well as generate a suitable
machine reaction” (Pareti and Lando 2019). The schema is
hierarchical with three levels of granularity (but can be
extended, also with lower-level domain-specific tags if needed;
see Table 1), where a full tag is composed of three sub-tags, one
for each level, for example request.instruct.task. Further, the
schema is expectation-based, meaning that the tags should be
“informative of the [most salient] conversational expectations at
each given point in the dialog” (Pareti and Lando 2019). Hence,
for example, offers made by the assistant to the user fall into the
high-level category of requests, as they create an expectation on
the user to accept (or reject) it. In the original proposal, DAs are
further linked with each other (beyond simple order), but for
reasons of simplicity, we did not use this feature.

Conducting an iterative annotation pilot involving three
trained linguists, we generally deemed it intuitive to find a tag

from the schema for a given sequence in our data, and would
typically also agree on the choice of the tag. However, as the
schema does not provide descriptions of the individual tags, we
created our own annotation guidelines. We share them (see
Supplementary Material), as this may help other researchers
annotate dialogues with the same scheme. We did not modify
the scheme, but disposed of some tags that were not needed for
our data (e.g., the original scheme contains further assert tags
for opinions and elaborations). Annotation of all dialogues was
then performed by two of the three annotators using Doccano
(Nakayama et al., 2018; see Figure 7). The dialogues were pre-
segmented into utterances, but we did not restrict the number
of consecutive tags that the annotators could assign to an
utterance. This resulted in some cases (19 out of 897
utterances) in a different number of tags assigned by the
annotators to the same utterance. For example, one
annotator would use one tag (e.g., request.instruct.task),
whereas the other would further segment the utterance and
use two (e.g., social.greetings.opening, request.instruct.task). In
order to compute inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s kappa),
we considered the smallest annotated unit (by either
annotator) and, when needed, we doubled the tags assigned
by the other annotator to ensure an equal number of tags
assigned to each utterance. The resulting inter-annotator
agreement (excluding the dialogues annotated during the
pilot) was very high at 0.91. This is encouraging, as it
suggests that crowd-workers could perform this task in
large-scale collections, increasing the potential of scalability.
Finally, the few inconsistencies were reconciled.

For the data quality analyses, we also annotated both dialogues
and scenarios with entities, labelling all entities that are needed
for finding a restaurant (cuisine, location, price
range), booking a table there (number of people, day
of booking, time of booking) or that could be requested
by the user and retrieved from the database (address).
Additional features (live music, wheelchair
accessible, dog-friendly, featuring garden/
terrace, accepts credit card) were annotated as
Boolean entities. Annotation was performed in Doccano by
one trained linguist. For each entity, we also saved the
corresponding surface form in the scenario or dialogue and
additionally normalized that surface form into entity
categories, leaving us with, for example, the surface form

TABLE 1 |Comparison of CROWDSS with similar datasets (partially from Budzianowski et al., 2018; numbers for MultiWOZ and the dataset collected for Eric et al., 2017 are
for the training split, for FRAMES the division is not specified, for CROWDSS the numbers refer to the whole dataset).

Metric MultiWOZ Budzianowski et al.
(2018)

FRAMES
Asri et al. (2017)

Dataset collected for
Eric et al. (2017)

CROWDSS

# Dialogues 8,438 1,369 2,425 113
Total # turns 113,556 19,986 Not provided 897
Total # tokens 1,490,615 251,867 Not provided 9,487
Avg. turns per dialogue 13.46 14.60 5.25 7.94
Avg. tokens per turn 13.13 12.60 9 10.1
Total unique tokens 23,689 12,043 1,601 906
# Slots 24 61 15 12
# Values 4,510 3,871 284 26
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“Küche des Reichs der Mitte” for the entity category Chinese for
the entity cuisine.

Since our data quality analyses are partly comparative, we
performed the same entity annotations for a sample of dialogues
including the corresponding scenarios from MultiWOZ (see
below).

RESULTS

In total, we collected 113 dialogues with a mean length of 7.94
turns per dialogue (SD � 2.13). The shortest dialogue consisted of
four turns, the longest of 14 turns. Mean turn length was 10.1

tokens (SD � 3.98). The type-token-ratio (TTR) is 0.09 for the
whole dataset and 0.71 on average for single dialogues. The two
numbers differ substantially, as TTR is very sensitive to text
length. In contrast, the Measure of Textual Lexical Diversity
(McCarthy and Jarvis, 2010), a measure which avoids
correlation with text length, is 67.72 for the whole dataset and
on average 70.58 for single dialogues. Table 1 presents a
comparison between CROWDSS and similar datasets.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of dialogue length in number
of turns in CROWDSS. The high number of dialogues ending
with an assistant turn (even-number dialogue length) rather than
with a user turn is due to the fact that APs typically marked
dialogues as completed as soon as they had filled in all booking

FIGURE 7 | An example dialogue annotated with dialogue acts in Doccano.

FIGURE 8 | Distribution of dialogue length in number of turns in CROWDSS.
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fields and we manually confirmed that this was the case. Figure 9
shows the distribution of turn length in tokens for user and
assistant turns, respectively. Figure 10 shows the distribution of
all dialogue acts and of high-level dialogue acts, respectively (see
Annotation). Finally, Figure 11 shows the distribution of number
of dialogue acts per turn.

Data Quality Analysis
Our first goal was to collect good-quality data that is both
coherent, diverse and natural. In terms of coherence, we
observe that our built-in spam detector was rarely used by
the participants, suggesting that they had no problems making

sense of the ongoing dialogue and continuing it with a
meaningful next turn. Also, the optional comment field was
not used to indicate any trouble regarding that. Furthermore,
having annotated CROWDSS, it is our impression that the
dialogues are coherent.

Diversity and naturalness, then, can be subsumed under
the concept of ecological validity (see Introduction). A
dataset can deviate from an ideal ecologically-valid
methodology in five ways: 1) if it relies on synthetic
language, or, given that the dataset contains authentic
language, 2) if it was collected using an artificial task
without real-world correspondence, 3) if it does not come

FIGURE 9 | Distribution of turn length in number of tokens for user and assistant turns in CROWDSS.

FIGURE 10 | Distribution of dialogue acts and high-level dialogue acts in CROWDSS.
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from users who may eventually benefit from a SA capable of a
given, meaningful task, 4) if it contains single-turn
interactions lacking the “conversational aspect”, or 5) if
template-based scenarios were used for data collection,
which can lead to scripting and priming in the dataset (de
Vries et al., 2020). WOz setups have typically aimed at
sidestepping most of these issues. The use of template-
based scenarios, however, can potentially be critical and

affect the ecological validity by pre-script-ing the dialogues
too much and by priming the participants’ lexical choices.

We thus focus our data quality analysis on investigating the
presence (or, ideally, the absence) of scripting and priming in
CROWDSS. For that, we compare our dataset to the English-
language MultiWOZ dataset (Budzianowski et al., 2018). We find
that despite being in a different language, MultiWOZ makes for
an ideal comparison. First, because de Vries et al. (2020) used that
very dataset to show the presence of scripting and priming.
Second, MultiWOZ was collected in the same way as
CROWDSS (even the domain is the same) but with the
potentially critical difference regarding the stimuli: template-
based scenarios in MultiWOZ, handcrafted situated scenarios
in CROWDSS. As for the language difference, we cannot exclude
the possibility that the vocabularies for the task at hand are not
equally rich in the two languages (e.g., in an extreme case, the
English vocabulary could be so restricted that participants would
make a given lexical choice, irrespective of a stimulus priming it
or not). However, we argue that it is reasonable to assume similar
vocabularies, given the closeness of English and German as well as
the everyday nature of the task. For the analyses of lexical overlap
(see Priming), we lemmatized all tokens so that different German
case endings could not lead to an excessively low rate of overlap
for German.

We first extracted a sample from MultiWOZ (n � 10,438
dialogues spanning multiple domains) to match the size of our
dataset (n � 113). This was done by computing a random same-
size sample from all single-domain dialogues in the restaurant
domain. We observed that the restaurant dialogues in MultiWOZ

FIGURE 11 | Distribution of number of dialogue acts per turn in
CROWDSS.

FIGURE 12 | Dialogue Act Sequence Similarity between turns elicited by same dialogue beginning: the two second turns share the first dialogue act and differ
regarding the second one resulting in a sequence similarity of 0.5.
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(M � 9.16 turns/dialogue, SD � 2.69) generally are longer than the
dialogues in CROWDSS (M � 7.94 turns/dialogue, SD � 2.14).
For better comparability, we required the random sample3 to
consist of similar-length dialogues. The random sample had a
mean dialogue length of 8.25 (SD � 2.16), which, as an unpaired
t-test revealed, did not differ significantly from the mean dialogue
length in CROWDSS (t � 1.08, p � 0.28). Next, we pre-processed
all dialogue turns in both datasets, removing HTML-tags,
punctuation and custom stop words (articles, pronouns,
prepositions; ≈140 English stop words and ≈320 German stop
words with all different case endings, where applicable), as well as
tokenizing and lemmatizing the dialogues (relying on spaCy;
Honnibal et al., 2020).

Scripting
Our first analysis was aimed at assessing how much freedom the
participants had in terms of what they should accomplish in the
dialogue. We thus compared the entities mentioned in a
dialogue’s user turns with the entities mentioned in the
corresponding scenario (we excluded assistant turns because
only users could potentially be influenced by the entities in
the scenario). Entities are critical for the tasks of finding and
booking a restaurant as they define key criteria like cuisine or time
of booking. More specifically, we computed the overlap of entity
categories (e.g., Italian, American for the entity cuisine)
between dialogue and scenario as a proxy for how pre-script-
ed a dialogue is: if an entity category in a user turn also appears in
the scenario, this counts as overlap. For the MultiWOZ sample,
on average 95% of the entity categories mentioned in the user
turns in a dialogue also appear in the corresponding scenario for
that dialogue (M � 0.95, SD � 0.10). In comparison, in our data,
only 75% of entity categories in the user turns also appear in the
corresponding scenario (M � 0.75, SD � 0.19). An unpaired t-test
revealed that this difference is significant (t � 10.39, p < 0.001).
The example dialogue from MultiWOZ in Table 2 mirrors this

result: all entity categories brought up in the user turns also
appear in the corresponding scenario. The example dialogue from
CROWDSS (Table 3), then, shows higher entity category overlap
than average, but it points to another interesting aspect: the user
asks for a restaurant “[i]n der Nordstadt” (in the north of town),
even though location is not specified in the corresponding
scenario. The map of “Bornberg” (see Figure 5) indicates the
user’s car location with a pin (at the border of the north and east
part of town), and this may have led the user to pick Nordstadt as
a location. The map, besides providing common ground for user
and assistant, provides an additional (visual) source of
information which is grounded in the task. The map can be
used by the users to make an independent choice (picking
Nordstadt or another part of town) and thus contributes to
reducing scripting. Textual elements in the map (the label
Nordstadt) may have primed the user’s lexical choice, but this
can easily be avoided, for example, by using a compass instead.

The differing levels of entity category overlap indicate that the
user-assistant interactions in the MultiWOZ sample are almost
entirely “limited by the complexity of the script” (de Vries et al.,
2020; script being synonymous with scenario), and that the
template-based script kept the users from making any
independent choices which could have led to more diverse
dialogues. In CROWDSS, on the other hand, a quarter of all
entity categories in the user turns is not scripted by the scenario
and, thus, they represent independent choices by the users. It
seems that our efforts— intentionally not specifying all entities in
the scenario and explicitly granting the users some freedom to
make their own choices (see Materials and Equipment) — led to
relatively diverse dialogues on the level of entity categories.

Second, we had a closer look at dialogues where the same
entity appears twice, but in different categories. This would
typically happen when the first choice of the user was not
available, and an alternative was requested. Such cases should
appear in both datasets: in CROWDSS, because we intentionally
created scenarios that would lead to zero entries in the assistants’
database, making a change of entity category necessary for the
dialogue to continue (see Materials and Equipment); and in the

TABLE 2 | Entities in scenario and dialogue of MultiWOZ example dialogue.

Location Order Entity Category Surface form

Scenario 1 location south “south”
Scenario 2 cuisine international “international”
Scenario 3 price_range expensive “expensive”
Scenario 4 cuisine indian “indian”
Scenario 5 number_of_people 4 “4 people”
Scenario 6 time_of_booking T16:15 “16:15”
Scenario 7 day_of_booking wednesday “wednesday”
Scenario 8 time_of_booking T15:15 “15:15”
Scenario 9 reference_number_req reference_number_req “reference number”
Dialogue 1 location south “south”
Dialogue 2 cuisine international “international”
Dialogue 3 cuisine indian “Indian”
Dialogue 4 number_of_people 4 “4 people”
Dialogue 5 time_of_booking T16:15 “16:15”
Dialogue 6 day_of_booking wednesday “wednesday”
Dialogue 7 time_of_booking T15:15 “15:15”

3Find the dialogue ids of the MultiWOZ sample in Supplementary Material.
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MultiWOZ sample, because there are scenarios following an if-
then-logic (e.g., from the scenario in Table 2: “The restaurant
[. . .] should serve international food. If there is no such
restaurant, how about one that serves indian [sic!] food [. . .]
you want to book a table [. . .] at 16:15 on wednesday [sic!]. If the
booking fails how about 15:15”). Across all dialogues of the
MultiWOZ sample, there are 43 entities which appear twice, but
in different categories, and for all of them not only the category
of the first mention, but also the category of the second mention
appears in the scenario. Thus, not only the first choice of the user
has been scripted, but also the alternative that they request when
the first choice is unavailable. In comparison, in CROWDSS, out
of a total of 31 entities appearing twice in a dialogue, but with
different categories, only in four cases both the category of the
first mention and second mention appear in the corresponding
scenario. These are cases where location is mentioned twice in
both the scenario (e.g., as “in deiner Nähe im Osten der Stadt”
[close to your location in the east of town]) and the dialogue,
where the user would first ask for a restaurant in the east and
then one nearby (or vice versa). Crucially, though, in 27 cases
the users mention the second entity in a category that is not
specified in the scenario. While it is not a surprise that in the
MultiWOZ sample all second entity mentions are scripted with
regard to the entity category (as the scenarios explicitly
predefine the behavior in case a request fails), it is
encouraging that the users in CROWDSS continued the
dialogues making their own choices in the face of a failed
first request, which again increases the dialogue diversity.

Third and last, we investigated whether the dialogues are
scripted with regard to the entity order. That is, if the order in
which entities are mentioned in the scenario provides a sort of a
script which is reproduced in the order of entity mentions in the
dialogue. For that, we simply compared the order of entities as
they are brought up in the dialogue with the order in which they
are mentioned in the corresponding scenario (ignoring entities
which are specified in the scenario, but not mentioned in the
dialogue). In the MultiWOZ sample, 46 of 113 dialogues exhibit
the exact same order of entities between dialogue and scenario. In
CROWDSS, this is only true of five out of 113 dialogues. Again,
the examples in Table 2 and Table 3 show that the entity order is

identical between dialogue and scenario in the MultiWOZ
example, whereas the entities appear in a very different order
in the example from CROWDSS. This result, then, also suggests
that our situated scenarios (where some entities had to be
deduced from multiple pieces of information spread across the
scenario, e.g., in Table 3 the scenario ended with “buche einen
Tisch für Euch”, where Euch had to be derived from “Zum
Muttertag möchtest Du Deine Mama zum Essen einladen”, at
the very beginning of the scenario) led to more diverse dialogues
than the scenarios used in MultiWOZ. An interesting open
question is whether people have a natural preference for the
order in which entities are mentioned. However, our data may be
too small to draw any conclusions about this.

Priming
Our next analysis is aimed at assessing how much freedom the
participants had in terms of how they lexically accomplished their
task in the dialogue. For that, we looked at the lexical overlap
between a given scenario and the corresponding user turns (we
again excluded assistant turns because only the users could
potentially be primed by the scenario). Let s be the scenario, u
the user turns in a dialogue, and Ls and Lu the set of content word
types in s and u, we computed the lexical overlap between s and
u as

LexOverlapsu � |Ls ∪  Lu|
|Ls ∪  Lu|

that is, the proportion of content word types in a scenario which
are re-used in the user turns. For the MultiWOZ sample, on
average more than 50% of the scenario’s content word types also
appear in the user turns of the corresponding dialogue (M � 0.51,
SD � 0.11). In comparison, in CROWDSS on average only 15% of
content word types in the scenario also appear in the user turns
(M � 0.15, SD � 0.06). An unpaired t-test revealed that this
difference is significant (t � 30.29, p < 0.001).

Second, as most of our efforts were focused on how to phrase
the entities in the scenario, in addition to the lexical priming
analysis on the whole content vocabulary, we also compared the
lexical overlap for entities only. Compared to our previous
analysis of entities, we are now not looking at the normalized

TABLE 3 | Entities in scenario and dialogue of CROWDSS example dialogue.

Location Order Entity Category Surface form

Scenario 1 number_of_people 2 “Zum Muttertag möchtest du deine Mama zum Essen einladen”
Scenario 2 cuisine vegan “Ihr seid beide sehr naturverbunden und esst keine tierischen Lebensmittel”
Scenario 3 garden/terrace TRUE “Da das Wetter schön sein soll, möchtet ihr gerne draußen sitzen können”
Scenario 4 price_range cheap “Du befindest dich gerade auf einer finanziellen Durststrecke und hast nur ein begrenztes Budget”
Scenario 5 day_of_booking tomorrow “morgen”
Scenario 6 time_of_booking noon “Mittagessen”
Scenario 7 address_req address “Adresse”
Dialogue 1 price_range cheap “günstiges”
Dialogue 2 cuisine vegan “veganes”
Dialogue 3 location north “In der Nordstadt”
Dialogue 4 garden/terrace TRUE “mit Garten”
Dialogue 5 number_of_people 2 “2”
Dialogue 6 day_of_booking tomorrow “morgen”
Dialogue 7 time_of_booking noon “Mittag”
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categories but at the overlap between entity surface forms in the
user turns with entity surface forms in the corresponding scenario.
If an entity surface form in a user turn also appears in the exact same
form in the scenario, this counts as overlap. For the MultiWOZ
sample, on average more than 84% of the user turn entity surface
forms also appear in the corresponding scenario (M � 0.85, SD �
0.16). In comparison, in CROWDSS on average only 15% of user
turn entity surface forms also appear in the scenario (M� 0.15, SD �
0.15). An unpaired t-test revealed that this difference is significant
(t � 33.27, p < 0.001). The examples in Table 2 and Table 3 nicely
illustrate that: The surface forms between user turns and
corresponding scenario in the MultiWOZ example overlap in
their entirety. In the example from CROWDSS, on the other
hand, only “morgen” (tomorrow) for the day of booking is
mentioned in the exact same form in the corresponding
scenario. All the other entities take on different surface forms,
mainly thanks to the circumlocutions used in the scenario.

Both looking at the whole content vocabulary and looking at
entities only, the results suggest that our scenarios led to
considerably less priming in the dialogues, when compared to
the MultiWOZ sample. Budzianowski et al. (2018) argue that
their template-based approach provides “easy-to-follow goals for
the users [which] resulted in a bigger diversity and semantical
richness of the collected data”. However, contrary to this claim,
our analysis on the sample appears to confirm the observation by
de Vries et al. (2020) that in the worst case the user participants in
MultiWOZ seem to have copy-pasted parts of the scenario into
their utterances, and in the best case were still “heavily
influenced” by the scenario, leading to “unnatural” requests. In
CROWDSS, on the other hand, it appears that our relatively small
efforts to create “priming-reduced” scenarios encouraged the user
to formulate their utterances using their own vocabulary,
generating more diverse and natural data.

Scalability
The preceding analyses suggest that our scenarios led to good-
quality data. However, handcrafting scenarios like we did is more
time-consuming than adopting a template-based approach, even
if it arguably leads to more ecologically-valid data. As we were not
only aiming at good-quality data, but were also interested in a
low-resource approach, we only designed a small set of ten
scenarios, which we used as seeds to elicit dialogues by
assigning them to participants in a one-to-many ratio. In
order to evaluate this tradeoff between good-quality data and
low-resource approach, we investigated whether using the same
seed still led to diverse dialogue continuations. If this is the case, it
would speak for the scalability of our approach, as one could
invest time in handcrafting a small set of situated scenarios and
elicit diverse dialogues from the same scenario.

In our case, we not only assigned the scenario seeds to different
participants, but also assigned dialogue beginnings after the first and
in some cases after the second turn to more than one participant as
seeds (see Batch-wise data collection). Specifically, we applied a one-
to-three participant assignment ratio for collecting batch 1 and 2,
and a mixed one-to-one (53 dialogues)/one-to-two ratio (resulting
in 30 pairs with the same second turn) for batch 3. In our analysis
we look at how diverse dialogues sharing an identical beginning

turn out to be from the point where they continue on their own
branch (as an example, in Figure 6, the dialogues 1.1.1, 1.1.2 and
1.1.3 all share the same scenario and first turn and continue on their
own branch from the second turn on). We identified 83 dialogues
stemming from 30 dialogue beginnings (unique combinations of
scenario + first turn) in order to compare the continuations at two
points: 1) at turn/batch 2, and 2) at the end of the dialogues. 53 of
these 83 dialogues continued on their own branch at turn 2 (see
above). The remaining 30 were selected by randomly choosing one
from each of the 30 dialogue pairs which continued on their own
branch only at turn 3.

We analyzed each set of dialogues sharing an identical beginning
both on the level of DA sequences and vocabulary. A low degree of
DA sequence overlap would mean that dialogues with an identical
beginning differed substantially regarding what participants wanted
to accomplish with their utterances. Similarly, a low degree of
vocabulary overlap within one set would mean that how
(i.e., with what words) the participants went about accomplishing
their task varied, as they used different words to continue these
dialogues, despite their identical beginnings.

For the DA comparison, we relied on Python’s built-in
SequenceMatcher which looks for the longest contiguous
sequences of elements and computes a measure of similarity
ranging from 0 to 1. Consider the two second turns which were
elicited using the same dialogue beginnings in Figure 12. Here, the
sequence similarity at the level of the second turn would be 0.5.

We computed the similarity of DA sequences for all possible
pairs of dialogues within one set and averaged these similarities
over the number of pairs within that set. For the vocabulary
comparison, we computed the lexical overlap (see above) between
any dialogue pair in the set as the ratio of overlapping word types
over all word types in the pair and then averaged over all possible
pairs within that set.

Looking only at the second turn, there is a mean similarity of DA
sequences of 41% (M� 0.41, SD� 0.28) and amean lexical overlap of
32% (M � 0.32, SD � 0.15). Thus, both on the level of DAs and
vocabulary, these second turns turned out to be rather diverse,
despite their identical dialogue beginnings. Looking at all the
turns, there is a mean similarity of DA sequences of 45% (M �
0.45, SD � 0.14) and a mean lexical overlap of 40% (M � 0.40, SD �
0.07). Thus, the diversity found for the second turns is maintained
until the end of the dialogues. There is a slight decrease in diversity
(i.e., an increase in similarity/overlap), but that is to be expected
given that there is a finite set of DAs and relevant word types in the
given context. The decrease in vocabulary diversity can further be
explained by the fact that things which are not addressed in the
second turn in one dialogue of a given set may be addressed in a later
turn in a different dialogue of the same set. In that case, however,
things are done in a different order, which increases the diversity
among dialogues on a structural level.

DISCUSSION

Below, we discuss our three goals good-quality data, low-resource
approach, feasibility in languages with limited crowd-worker
availability.
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Good-Quality Data
Looking at scripting and priming, CROWDSS seems to be of
higher quality than the MultiWOZ sample. Yet, MultiWOZ is a
much larger dataset and we cannot exclude the possibility that the
random sample we used is not representative of the dataset as a
whole. Our analyses are, however, in line with de Vries et al.’s
(2020) observations about MultiWOZ. While CROWDSS does
not exhibit any of the other deviations from an ideal, ecologically-
valid data collection methodology as listed in de Vries et al. (2020;
see above), and despite the encouraging results for scripting and
priming, our dataset is in no way perfectly representative of
human-machine interaction either. Especially the fact that we
collected written data for the SA domain is disadvantageous. As
explained, it is, however, not meaningful to collect spoken data in
an asynchronous fashion. To collect spoken data, a live
interaction on a dedicated platform would have been
necessary, but that did not fit in with our second and third
goal (low-resource, feasibility in languages with limited crowd-
worker availability). Therefore, we restricted ourselves to putting
emphasis on the fact that the dialogues are a simulation of spoken
SA interactions (see Materials and Equipment). The mean turn
length in tokens is relatively short in CROWDSS (M � 8.4, SD �
1.7, compared toM � 11.46, SD � 2.37 in the MultiWOZ sample),
which is encouraging considering the fact that spoken dialogue
typically consists of shorter utterances compared with written
interaction. Hauptmann and Rudnicky (1988) report an average
command turn length of 6.1 tokens for a WOz setup in the
spoken modality (speaking to a computer/wizard; see also Fraser
and Gilbert 1991). In sum, our investments into reducing
scripting and priming seem to have paid off.

Low-Resource Approach
Our second goal was to collect dialogue data with as little
resources as possible. For that reason, we collected data in an
asynchronous way, which essentially obviated the need for a
technically more complex setup that would enable live
interactions. The asynchronous setup entailed that we
collected written data, which was again low-resource because
participants only needed a screen and a keyboard. Microphones
and an ASR module on our side were not necessary. Relying only
on AMT’s HTML editor naturally constrained our design
possibilities, but it is important to note that we were able to
design fully functional and aesthetically appealing interfaces. This
made it possible to collect all data on-site, rather than having to
host the data collection on an external website, which would have
required more resources.

Thus, it turned out to be feasible to reduce the technical
overhead and only rely on an existing platform for data collection.
At the same time, there was considerable manual overhead,
mostly in between the batches for running a post-processing
script on the most recent batch, reviewing flagged dialogues,
excluding poorly performing participants, accepting the HITs so
that the participants would receive payment, and preparing the
following batch. Most of these steps can be automated using
scripts, and the manual review in between batches can be skipped
or downscaled depending on where the compromise between
quality and quantity should be made.

An encouraging finding regarding the manual overhead is that
our resource-friendly approach to only handcraft ten scenarios
and use them to elicit more than the tenfold of dialogues still
appears to have led to diverse dialogues. Therefore, we argue that
the investments into good-quality data that we propose, namely
the situated scenarios, are also implementable in large-scale
dialogue data collections, as it does not seem necessary to
have one unique scenario per dialogue. Thus, it appears that
collecting good-quality data can go hand in hand with a low-
resource setup, which is a step towards reconciling quality with
quantity.

Feasibility in Languages With Limited
Crowd-Worker Availability
Our third goal was to make sure that our data collection approach
worked for German, where fewer crowd-workers are available
compared to English. This proved to work well for our data
collection. We see two main reasons for that. First, thanks to the
batch-wise setup, one participant could contribute to multiple
dialogues, though always in the same role. Using sub-batches we
could still ensure diversity in participants which, if the data is
used for training an algorithm, could allow the model to
generalize better (Geva et al., 2019). Second, the asynchronous
setup obviated the pressure to pair up two simultaneously
available crowd-workers for a live interaction. Instead, we
could launch a batch and simply wait until all dialogues were
continued which would typically take a couple of hours.

Since we only collected a small dataset, we did not test the
boundaries of German-speaking crowd-worker availability and
we can therefore not say how large the German worker pool is.
However, as NLP datasets are needed for languages other than
English where they often are collected in ways that are not feasible
in smaller languages (e.g., live interactions) we argue that our
approach is a step in the right direction, enabling dialogue data
collections for different languages than English.

Future Research
The main limitation of this work is the small size of the dataset.
Thus, a larger dataset collected with our situated scenarios may
be needed to strengthen the generalizability of the analyses
reported above. Another limitation is the written modality
which we had to rely on for resource and crowd-worker
availability reasons. A next step could be to compare our
dataset to a corpus of spoken SA interactions (e.g., Siegert,
2020) in order to evaluate potential modality-induced
differences. Speaking of modalities, it would also be
interesting to include more visual elements like the map in
the scenarios, which could enhance the situatedness of the task
and further reduce scripting and priming. Lastly, it could be
worth combining a low-resource template-based approach
with our suggestions concerning vague language and
circumlocutions. One could use whole sentences formulated
along these lines to build scenarios, rather than just inserting
one-word entities in designated placeholders in otherwise
ready-made scenarios, as is the case with the traditional
template-based approach.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for dialogue
data collection. We argue that our framework makes it possible to
crowdsource good-quality dialogues in a fairly low-resource
fashion which is furthermore feasible in other languages than
English. Additionally, we show that putting little effort in creating
instructions and scenarios for the participants can lead to better-
quality data than a template-based approach like in MultiWOZ.
Our comparison with a sample fromMultiWOZ suggests that our
endeavors led to significantly less scripting and priming and thus
more ecologically-valid dialogue data.

With the shift from rule-based to machine learning-based
NLP systems, recently, datasets have focused heavily on quantity,
under the assumption that the mass of data still comes in at least
“appropriate” quality (de Vries et al., 2020). While quantity will
always come at the cost of quality, we argue that small
investments in the collection setup such as the ones we
propose, and which are also possible for large-scale collections,
can go a long way in improving data quality. WOz is a very
helpful tool to “bootstrap out of [the] chicken and egg problem”
(de Vries et al., 2020), that is, the problem that we do not know
how humans would talk to human-like machines if they existed,
however to make them come into existence we need data from
this type of interaction. We argue that if one puts time and effort
into a WOz collection, it is worth to also invest in reducing
researcher bias and instead allowing the participants to interact as
naturally as possible in the given context. Taking it to the extreme,
you could even wonder what WOz data can give you beyond a
machine-generated “dialogue” if you do not afford participants
the opportunity to phrase their utterances in a natural way.
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